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SLINGSHOT RGB KIT #1UNDERGROUND HALO

Kit #1 Contents:
Alcohol pad, primer, 2 square tabs and 
zip tie

(2) 102” RGB strip (tubular frame)
(2) 36” RGB strip (bottom of front spoiler)
(1) 1:2 splitter
(1) 1:6 splitter
(2) 24” extension
(1) 36” extension

Female end is towards the rear, cover 
and Zip tie for future use or use with kit 

#4 swing arm extension

102” RGB 
strip

(2) 36” RGB strip
Install the RGB from 
the center and work 
towards the outside 
connect the (2) 36” 

RGB to the 1:2 
splitter in the middle 
of the front spoiler. 

1:2 Y splitter connect to 1:6 
using 24” extension

1:6 Y 

102” RGB 
strip

Use a 36” extension to connect right 
side RGB strip to the 1:6 connector 

on left side.

Run the 102” RGB along the bottom 
round piping of the frame, from front to 
back.  Test fit first and install in 45 degree 
angle out to the outside of the vehicle.  
Female end towards the rear for future 
extension or Kit #4 extension.  From the 
front right side RGB, use the 36” 
extension to reach the 1:6 splitter.  From 
left side 102” RGB strip, install the 24” 
extension and connect to the 1:6 splitter.

Front spoiler RGB start on the bottom 
center and work your way towards the 
outside.  Test fit first.  Connect both RGB 
in the center using the 1:2 splitter.  Use 
the square tab to adhere wire to bottom of 
spoiler.  Clean with alcohol and use 
primer prior to installing square tab.  
Using the 24” extension, connect the 1:2 
splitter to the 1:6 splitter

Lastly connect the 48” extension to the 
opposite end of the 1:6 splitter and run it 
up towards the driver side firewall and 
make your electrical and remote receiver 
connection here into the auxiliary fusebox.

24” 

Fuse box
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SLINGSHOT RGB KIT #1 UNDERGROUND HALO

When installing the 102” RGB strip, test 
fit from front to back first before 

adhering.  Clean all surfaces with 
alcohol, apply primer when installing on 
plastic trim under front spoiler.  Use zip 
tie along the bottom frame but do not 

zip tie tightly or it will damage the RGB 
strip.  Install the RGB strip along the 

tube on it’s side facing the LED towards 
the outside of the SS.  Doing this will 

also prevent damaging the strip in case 
it gets bumped on the road or lifted on a 

jack.  Take your time for a proper and 
clean install.

Front left 102” 
RGB connection

Front right 
connection

Round tubular frame from 
front to back on both sides

Rear right side


